This paper presents a new vector quantization (VQ) algorithm exploiting the features of tree-search as well as finite state VQs for image/video coding. In the tree-search VQ, multiple candidates are identified for on-going search to optimally determine an index of the minimum distortion. In addition, the desired codebook has been reorganized hierarchically to meet the concept of multi-path search of neighboring trees so that picture quality can be improved by 4 dB on the average. In the finite state VQ, adaptation to the state codebooks is added to enhance the hit-ratio of the index produced by the tree-search VQ and hence to further reduce compressed bits. An identifier code is then included to indicate to which output indices belong. Our proposed algorithm not only reaches a higher compression ratio but also achieves better quality compared to conventional Anite-state and tree-search VQs.
INTRODUCTION
Vector quantization or VQ is a technique for data compression. The key concept inherent in this technique is to replace input vector by an index whose codevector has the minimum distortion compared to other codevectors of a designed codebook. To find such an index, several search schemes have been proposed in the literature [l], such as full search, tree-search, ... etc. In general, these schemes are evaluated in terms of computation complesity, compression ratio, and picture quality. Some minor modifications for storage space reduction on these schemes can also be found in the literature. For example, in [2, 3] , the authors exploit transforms and then select key components for comparison. Thus both computational complexity and storage space can be reduced. However, the picture quality becomes degraded due to the selection of fixed transform components. To provide a high-quality picture service, a large codebook is often demanded. However, the drawback lies in the low compression ratio which can be defined by logl, W X N where M, N, and W stand for codebook size, input vector sue, and input word length respectively. It can be found that the compression ratio is very related to the codebook size M.
One way to improve the compression ratio while maintain high picture quality is to exploit finite state machines for state tracing. These finite state vector quantization or FSVQ methods have been found to be an efficient technique for image 'Work supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan, ROC, under Grant NSC-83-0404-E009058.
compression [4, 5, 6] . Figure 1 shows the block diagram of t y p ical FSVQs. Both encoder and decoder of an FSVQ have a finite state machine, which uses previously encoded vectors to decide current state and then selects one corresponding state codebook, which is a subset of master codebook, to quantize input vector. Since the state codebook is smaller than the master codebook, FSVQ can achieve both higher compression ratio and lower computational complexity than the full search VQ. And if the finite state machine can be designed well, the quality of this coding method will be better than that obtained by full search VQ. For example, if the state codebooks contain 16 codevectors and the master codebook has 512 codevectors, then the computational complexity and the bit rate of FSVQ are 1/32 and 4/9 respectively of those obtained by full search However, the state machine of FSVQ often does not produce the correct current state. In other words, the selected state codebook often does not contain the closest codevector and the encoder can only find suboptimal codevectors to encode the input vector. This causes larger distortion during encoding process and since next state is selected according to the previously decoded vector, the wrong selection of current state will influence the selection of following states. Therefore error becomes propagated and hence conventional FSVQs only get 1-2dB better coding quality than that obtained by the full search VQ at the same bit rate. In addition, since the current state codebook highly relies on previously decoded vectors, we cannot start to quantize the current input vector and select the state codebook from the state machines until the previous input vectors have been vector quantized. This feed-back structure or iterative bound of FSVQ makes it difficult to develop real-time cost-effective hardwares for practical applications.
To solve the above-mentioned problems, we propose a multipath tree search FSVQ algorithm and its VLSI architecture. In this novel approach, instead of waiting for the quantization of previous vectors and then selecting current state codebook to quantize input vector, we first use n e e Search Vector Quantization or TSVQ method to find the indices, ITSVQ, of the two closest codevectors from the codebook, and then check whether the state codebook contains any of these two codevectors. If yes, the index, I.tate, corresponding to one of the two closest codevectors in the state codebook will be transmitted, otherwise an identifier ID together with the index ITSVQ of the closest codevector in the master codebook will be sent out. This method overcomes the problem that the state codebook, in some cases, does not contain the proper codevector to represent the input vector. In section 2 we will describe this algorithm and discuss both FSVQ and TSVQ schemes in detail. Section 3 gives some simulation results t o highlight d i e tinguished features of this algorithm. Also some design issues VQ.
of our approach and comparisons with current VQ approaches for image and video coding will be provided.
THE MULTI-PATH TREE SEARCH FSVQ ALGORITHM
The functional diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . It contains two VQ phases: one is the TSVQ, and the other is the FSVQ. In the first phase of encoder design, we first exploit a multi-path tree search VQ to find the nearly closest codevector. Since the computational complexity of TSVQ is almost as low as that of FSVQ, the advantage of lower computational complexity inherent in FSVQ is still reserved in this proposed algorithm. In the second phase, we then exploit a finite state machine to predict the possible index produced by the TSVQ. That is, the state machine selects a state codebook which may or may not contain the index I T~V Q produced by the TSVQ. If the prediction is correct and the selected codebook really contains the ITSVQ, the information needed to be transmitted to the decoder is the position Istote which specifies the position of ITSVQ in the selected state codebook; otherwise an identifier code ID together with the ITSVQ are transmitted to the decoder. This solves the problem that sometimes the state codebook does not contain the proper codevector to represent the input.
In the following, we will show how the TSVQ is designed to achieve better quality of decoded images and how the finite state machine is designed to reach lower bit rate.
Design of Multi-Path TSVQ
The first part of the proposed VQ algorithm is a TSVQ which is exploited to find the nearly closest codevector to represent the input vector. The tree search VQ (TSVQ) or known as tree-structure VQ [7] is an alternative to full search VQ. In principle, the TSVQ performs a sequence of binary (or larger) search instead of one large search as in conventional full search VQs. As a result, the encoding complexity increases as log, N instead of as N, where N is the number of leaues of the searching tree. The performance of TSVQ will in general suffer some degradation over the performance of full search VQ at the same number of codewords. In addition, the memory requirement in the decoder of TSVQ becomes nearly doubled. However, the great advantage of reducing search complexity over some increase in distortion makes the TSVQ more attractive. The available TSVQ's can be categorized as balanced and unbalanced TSVQs.
Although the performance of unbalanced TSVQ is in general better than the balanced TSVQ, the uncertain searching depth makes it difficult for hardware implementation, which also degrades the advantage of lower computational complexity inherent in TSVQ. In addition, our experiment results show that sometimes the performance of the unbalanced TSVQ is not good enough, especially for images outside the training sequences. The reason of this phenomenon is that unbalanced TSVQ uses more codevectors to encode commonly used clusters while training the codebook, and for the less used clusters, fewer codevectors are used to represent them. Therefore for the outside training images, if most input vectors belong to the less used clusters, the performance of this encoder becomes very bad. Due to this consideration, the balanced TSVQ is exploited here in the first phase to reach a reasonable computational complexity and make the algorithm more suitable for general images.
Strategies to Improve TSVQ
Sometimes, the TSVQ cannot find the closest codevector because the "father" of the closest codevector is not always closer than the other nodes in the "ancestor" level. This phenomenon becomes more serious when the tree size is larger and the codevectors become much closer to each other. Then the "ancestors" of the closest codevector are not selected as the new search node, because sometimes the brothers of these "ancestors" are much closer to the input vector. If one of the "ancestors" is not selected, the obtained codevector will never be the closest one and then cause large distortion. This is why the performance of TSVQ is always lower than full search VQ.
To reduce the effect of this problem, we use the following Strategies:
Multi-Path TSVQ F. Chang et. al. [8] have proposed a multi-path TSVQ to improve the performance of TSVQ. Instead of finding one nearest node from two searching nodes, the multi-path TSVQ finds two nearest nodes from the four searching nodes. The next four search nodes are the children of the two found nearest nodes. The computation of the multi-path TSVQ is the double of that of conventional TSVQs. The reason that multi-path TSVQ searches more nodes than the TSVQ is because sometimes the "ancestor" of the closest codevector is not closer than other search nodes, then the tree search will cause some errors. Therefore, the multi-path TSVQ searches more nodes to reduce the effect. Table 1 shows the improvement of the multi-path TSVQ. This experiment uses a codebook of 256 codevectors and 4 test images.
Neighbors Searching After obtaining the nearly closest codevector by the multi-path TSVQ, we can search the neighbors of the obtained codevector. Since the codevector is very close to the input vector, the closest codevector must be very close to the obtained codevector. In other words, the closest codeword may be in the neighbors of the obtained codevector. Table 2 shows the results of applying this method which achieves 0.2-0.3 dB higher compared to those without searching the neighbors.
Codebook Design
The codebook of traditional balanced TSVQ is designed with the splitting method of the generalized Lloyd algorithm (GLA) [7] . But the codebook generated by this method can not ensure that the "ancestor" of the closest codevector will be closer to the input vector than its "brothers". To achieve better coding quality, the codebook used in the TSVQ has to be modified. In this paper, we propose the following scheme to construct the tree structure codebook.
1. Use the LBG algorithm [9] to produce the codebook until the codebook size reaches the desired figure N. These N codevectors are the leaves of the tree. 2. For the obtained N-size codebook, we first identify the pairs whose leaves are closest to each other. This location process begins at looking for the furthest pair (i.e. pair distance is the longest). The codevectors in the same pair become the "brothers" in the searching tree. And the "father" is constructed by averaging the two codevectors in the pair. Then we obtain the level of $-node of the searching tree. This process will continue until the root level is reached.
We call this method as "Average Tree Construction", because the "father" is always the average of the two children. Experiment results (Given in Table 3) show that code-book constructed by this method will achieve higher quality ( 0 . 2~0 . 3 dB in PSNR) compared to codebook generated by
LGB. This improvement results from the fact that the father is the "center" of the two children, therefore the "ancestor" of the closest codeword will be closer to the input vector than the conventional TSVQ whose codebook is generated by the GLA.
2.3.
The second part of the proposed algorithm is a state machine which uses the information of previously decoded vectors to predict the possible index ITSVQ generated by the TSVQ.
That is, the state machine will select a proper state codebook which may contain the newly generated index ITSVQ. In In the meantime, we can adaptively change the content of selected state codebooks to reflect the local statistics of input image/video sequences. This is done by inserting the recently used index on the top of state codebooks. This results in an adaptive version of multi path tree search based FSVQ algorithm whose output is a variable rate. If the state machine is designed well, and selected state codebooks usually hit the ITSVQ, then the average bit rate becomes lower than that obtained from FSVQ without adaptation.
Design of Finite State VQ

EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We have applied this algorithm to implement the Side Match VQ (SMVQ) [5] , which is one of FSVQs, to observe the coding quality. Simulation results are obtained from two different a p proaches: one is the multi path tree search FSVQ or called the Modified SMVQ, and the other is the adaptive version which is called the Adaptive Modified SMVQ. The adaptive modified SMVQ adaptively updates the state codebook by exploiting least recently used strategy (LRU). This LRU is implemented by placing the most recently used element on the top of selected state codebooks. Here, the codebook of the TSVQ is generated by the "Average Tree Construction" technique mentioned earlier, where a 4-path TSVQ is used. We have changed both sizes of the codebook of the TSVQ and the state codebook of the state machine. The larger the codebook size of TSVQ is, the higher PSNR coding results will be obtained. For a given TSVQ codebook size, there is an optimal state codebook size to reach a minimum bit rate. The more complex the encoded image is, the larger the optimal state codebook size is. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the PSNR vs bit-rate of this proposed algorithm with that obtained from the original SMVQ. Note that each point is derived at an optimal state codebook size for different TSVQ codebook sizes. Simulation results show that the Modified SMVQ implemented by our proposed approach does achieve higher PSNR than that obtained from the original SMVQ. The reason why this modified SMVQ improves the coding quality is because our proposed algorithm eliminates the disadvantage that the, nearest codevector is not in the state codebook as found in conventional FSVQs. And the Adaptive Modified SMVQ outperforms the others is because state codebook of the Adaptive Modified SMVQ can trace the local statistics of input image/video sequences so that the prediction of the ITSVQ is more accurate and the average output bit rate becomes lower.
Compared t o other FSVQ algorithms, our approach offers higher picture quality at the same bit-rate. In the meantime, the iteration bound is now removed in our algorithm because only one input data has to be compared instead of an input vector. Although the TSVQ is added and hence computational requirements become higher, we can exploit the pipelining inherent in the TSVQ to improve speed. Thus our approach does outperform available VQ solutions in terms of picture quality, bit-rate, and hardware complexity.
CONCLUSION
In the proposed algorithm, we*have combined the advantages of both tree-search and finite-state VQs. Simulation results have shown that good picture quality can be achieved at lower output bit-rate. Currently VLSI chips for both encoder and decoder are under development in order to set up a demonstrator VQ-based system in the near future. schemes -- The master codebook is generated by using LBG algorithm from the luminance o f four JPEG test images: "balloons", "Barbara", "boats". and "chairladv" .
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